ANNUAL ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS' TOURS TODAY

Twenty-five Students in Make Trip to North Beach

About twenty-five students, members of the Architectural Society, will leave Osgood's landing today at 12 o'clock for the purpose of adding to the archives of the Architecture
.. ward society. The trip will be made in a large motor boat, which has been ar-
... for the occasion, and promises to be as successful as any held in the past for the
... the society. It has fortunately been customary to take a trip into the coun-
... it to be deemed advisable by those in charge to have an exercise in the water for a change this year. This decision has met with the un-
... editorial secretary.

After leaving the fishing, the party will call at the North Beach, through Lexington Ave., to Southport, and return to the North Beach, where it will disembark. A short story. After making advantages of the magnificent opportunities of fishing and spoiling the stores, the party will start back for Boston. The trip will make along the North-shore and the party is sched-
...ed to arrive home early on Sunday morning. The committee in charge of the party hope that those who go on an enjoyable trip.

In next Tuesday the society has planned a picnic which promises to be a very novel one. Representatives of the society will address the noon on some sub-
... related to the war. After the talk there will be an entertain-
... glee club which in both these will be represented.

INTERFRATERNITY BASEBALL

The three leagues of the interfraternity baseball competition have in all but one case finished their games. Phi Sigma Kappa and Alpha Phi Omega swept the winning. In the third league Delta Kappa Epsilon has yet to play Theta Delta Chi, and upon this game depends the claim of the winner of the league. Kappa Delta Chi, which is leading in the season in the league is in position of being fated. Theta Delta Chi, Phi Phi Chi, Xi Lambda Chi, and Alpha Omicron Pi are in the running. The latter league has yet to play Alpha Omicron Pi and the former league has yet to play Theta Delta Chi. Phi Phi Chi swept the latter league with Theta Delta Chi, Alpha Omicron Pi, and Delta Kappa Epsilon, who finished in a tie. The latter league yet to play Alpha Omicron Pi and the former league has yet to play Theta Delta Chi. This league has yet to play Alpha Omicron Pi and the former league has yet to play Theta Delta Chi. The former league yet to play Alpha Omicron Pi and the former league has yet to play Theta Delta Chi. In reviewving the season as a whole the interest taken in the games has been good and although the pitching in many cases showed lack of practice, the series has afforded the players only a chance to exercise, but also an opportunity to know more of other frater-
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